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Summary of Hypothetical

Lee Fordham covers national security and international affairs for the New York 

Tribune, one of the most respected newspapers in the United States.  During the past 

decade, Fordham broke several stories relating to the U.S. government’s prosecution of 

the “War on Terror.”  In 2007, he won a Pulitzer Prize for a series of reports on alleged 

torture of persons held at a CIA detention facility in Afghanistan.

Julian Wilson operates a website called WilsonLeaks.org, which publishes 

confidential documents, including classified information submitted by government 

whistleblowers.  Wilson’s declared purpose in operating WilsonLeaks is to promote 

transparency, “because it strengthens democracies by reducing corruption in all of 

society’s institutions, including governments, corporations and other organizations.”  

Wilson has repeatedly spoken out against what he refers to as “American imperialism” 

and has criticized various aspects of the United States’ War on Terror.    

Recently, WilsonLeaks received copies of hundreds of thousands of United States 

diplomatic cables on a variety of subjects and U.S. war logs documenting the war in Iraq.  

Through an unknown intermediary, WilsonLeaks provided the diplomatic cables and war 

logs to Fordham for publication in the Tribune.  Fordham and others at the Tribune

immediately began reviewing, analyzing and investigating content contained in them.

On July 31, 2011, the Tribune published three articles by Fordham: (1) A “Note to 

Readers” providing background on the documents received from WilsonLeaks; (2) an 

article, based on some of the cables, revealing secret CIA involvement in South Arabia, 

an oil-rich country where Islamic militants and pro-democracy demonstrators are 

threatening to seize control of the strategically vital port city of Kayadh; and (3) an 

article, based on some of the war logs, disclosing previously unreported deaths of 

thousands of Iraqi civilians.  On the same day that the Tribune published these three 

articles, WilsonLeaks published unredacted versions of all the diplomatic cables and war 

logs.
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The next day, the U.S. government indicted Lee Fordham under § 793(e) of the 

Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. § 793(e).  The indictment charges that Fordham’s article based 

on the diplomatic cables violated § 793(e) for reporting the following classified 

information: (a) that from 2006-2009, the CIA had been conducting secret, targeted 

operations against militants in the mountains near Kayadh using drones and private 

defense contractors; that one drone attack had mistakenly killed nearly forty civilians 

attending a wedding party; and that recent pro-democracy movements and militant 

uprisings have prompted some diplomats to speculate whether such targeted operations 

should resume; and (b) that the royal family had assisted U.S. officials in gaining access 

to confidential money-transfer records of banks in the Arabian Peninsula, where 

suspected al Qaeda financiers held accounts.  

The indictment also charges that Fordham’s article based on the war logs violated 

§ 793(e) for reporting classified information concerning U.S. military operations during 

an ongoing war in Iraq and has put U.S. lives in danger.  Not only does the indictment 

charge Fordham with illegally communicating classified information to persons not 

entitled to receive it, it also charges Fordham for his failure to turn over the diplomatic 

cables and war logs to the U.S. government.   

Fordham moved to dismiss the indictment, arguing, in part, that § 793(e) does not 

apply to Fordham’s publication of this information.  Specifically, Fordham argued that  

(i) § 793(e) does not apply to publication by the press, and (ii) that the information 

published does not relate to the national defense within the meaning of the statute.  

Fordham further argued that even if § 793(e) applies here, it violates the First 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution: (i) to the extent it covers publication of such 

information by the press; and (ii) because it prohibits mere retention of information. 

The district court granted the motion in part and denied it in part.  The district 

court rejected Fordham’s argument that § 793(e) does not apply to publication by the 

press.  The district court granted the motion as to the article about South Arabia, holding 

that information in diplomatic cables is not “relating to the national defense.”  The 

district court denied Fordham’s motion as to the article based on the Iraq war logs, 

holding that information contained in the war logs is clearly “relating to the national 
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defense.”  The district court rejected Fordham’s First Amendment arguments.  The appeal 

involves the following questions:

1. As a matter of statutory interpretation, does Section 793(e) apply to 
Fordham’s publication of this information in the Tribune? Specifically:

a. Is publication by the press a “communication” within the meaning of 
Section 793(e)?

b. Is the information in the articles at issue “relating to the national 
defense” within the meaning of Section 793(e)?

2. Is § 793(e) unconstitutionally overbroad in violation of the First Amendment 
or otherwise a violation of the free speech or free press clauses:

a. By prohibiting publication of such information by the press?

b. By prohibiting  mere retention of classified information?

For background, 18 U.S.C. § 793(e) provides:

Whoever having unauthorized possession of, access to, or control over any 
document, writing, code book, signal book, sketch, photograph, photographic negative, 
blueprint, plan, map, model, instrument, appliance, or note relating to the national 
defense, or information relating to the national defense which information the possessor 
has reason to believe could be used to the injury of the United States or to the advantage 
of any foreign nation, willfully communicates, delivers, transmits or causes to be 
communicated, delivered, or transmitted, or attempts to communicate, deliver, transmit or 
cause to be communicated, delivered, or transmitted the same to any person not entitled 
to receive it, or willfully retains the same and fails to deliver it to the officer or employee 
of the United States entitled to receive it.1

                                                
1 The Espionage Act provides that such persons “[s]hall be fined under this title or 
imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.”


